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Abstract
We answer Mark Kac’s famous question [13], “can one hear the shape of a
drum?” in the negative for orbifolds that are spherical space forms. This is done
by extending the techniques developed by A. Ikeda on lens spaces to the orbifold
setting. Several results are proved to show that with certain restrictions on the di-
mensionalities of orbifold lens spaces we can obtain infinitely many pairs of iso-
spectral non-isometric lens spaces. These results are then generalized to show that
for any dimension greater than 8 we can have pairs of isospectral non-isometric orbi-
fold lens spaces.
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1. Introduction
Given a closed Riemannian manifold (M , g), the eigenvalue spectrum of the asso-
ciated Laplace Beltrami operator will be referred to as the spectrum of (M , g). The
inverse spectral problem asks the extent to which the spectrum encodes the geometry
of (M , g). While various geometric invariants such as dimension, volume and total
scalar curvature are spectrally determined, numerous examples of isospectral Riemann-
ian manifolds, i.e., manifolds with the same spectrum, show that the spectrum does not
fully encode the geometry. Not surprisingly, the earliest examples of isospectral mani-
folds were manifolds of constant curvature including flat tori ([14]), hyperbolic mani-
folds ([22]), and spherical space forms ([10], [11] and [8]). In particular, lens spaces
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are quotients of round spheres by cyclic groups of orthogonal transformations that act
freely on the sphere. Lens spaces have provided a rich source of isospectral manifolds
with interesting properties. In addition to the work of Ikeda cited above, see the recent
results of Gornet and McGowan [9].
In this paper we generalize this theme to the category of Riemannian orbifolds.
A smooth orbifold is a topological space that is locally modelled on an orbit space
of Rn under the action of a finite group of diffeomorphisms. Riemannian orbifolds
are spaces that are locally modelled on quotients of Riemannian manifolds by finite
groups of isometries. Orbifolds have wide applicability, for example, in the study of
3-manifolds and in string theory.
The tools of spectral geometry can be transferred to the setting of Riemannian
orbifolds by using their well-behaved local structure (see [4], [20] and [21]). As in
the manifold setting, the spectrum of the Laplace operator of a compact Riemannian
orbifold is a sequence 0  1  2  3     " 1 where each eigenvalue is repeated
according to its finite multiplicity. We say that two orbifolds are isospectral if their
Laplace spectra agree.
The literature on inverse spectral problems on orbifolds is less developed than that
for manifolds. Examples of isospectral orbifolds include pairs with boundary ([1] and
[3]); isospectral flat 2-orbifolds ([6]); arbitrarily large finite families of isospectral orbi-
folds ([19]); isospectral orbifolds with different maximal isotropy orders ([16]); and
isospectral deformation of metrics on an orbifold quotient of a nilmanifold ([15]).
In this article, we study the spectrum of orbifold lens spaces, i.e., quotients of
round spheres by cyclic groups of orthogonal transformations that have fixed points
on the sphere. Generalizing the work of Ikeda (see [10], [11] and [12]) we construct
the generating function for the spectrum and systematically construct isospectral orbi-
fold lens spaces. Section two introduces the orbifold lens spaces and their generating
functions. In section 3, we will develop the proofs of our main theorems. We will
first prove:
Theorem 3.1.6. (i) Let p  5 (alt. p  3) be an odd prime and let m  2
(alt. m  3) be any positive integer. Let q D pm . Then there exist at least two (q   6)-
dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order pm which are iso-
spectral but not isometric.
(ii) Let p1, p2 be odd primes such that q D p1  p2  3. Then there exist at least
two (q   6)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order p1  p2
which are isospectral but not isometric.
(iii) Let q D 2m where m  6 is any positive integer. Then there exist at least two
(q   5)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order 2m which
are isospectral but not isometric.
(iv) Let q D 2p, where p is an odd prime and p  7. Then there exist at least two
(q   5)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order 2p which
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are isospectral but not isometric.
To prove these results we proceed as follows:
(1) Depending on the number of pi (alt. p1, p2) divisors of q D pm (alt. q D p1  p2),
we reformulate the generating function in terms of rational polynomial functions.
(2) Then we classify the number of generating functions that we will get by imposing
different conditions on the domain values of these polynomial functions.
(3) We prove sufficiency conditions on the number of generating functions that would
guarantee isospectrality for non-isometric orbifold lens spaces.
The techniques used to prove these results parallel similar techniques from the
manifold lens space setting used in [10].
Generalizing this technique, we will get our second set of main results:
Theorem 3.2.5. Let W 2 f0, 1, 2, : : : g.
(i) Let P  5 (alt. P  3) be any odd prime and let m  2 (alt. m  3) be any positive
integer. Let q D Pm . Then there exist at least two (qCW 6)-dimensional orbifold lens
spaces with fundamental groups of order Pm which are isospectral but not isometric.
(ii) Let P1, P2 be two odd primes such that q D P1  P2  33. Then there exist at least
two (q C W   6)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order
P1  P2 which are isospectral but not isometric.
(iii) Let q D 2m where m  6 is any positive integer. Then there exist at least two
(q C W   5)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order 2m
which are isospectral but not isometric.
(iv) Let q D 2P , where P  7 is an odd prime. Then there exist at least two (q C
W   5)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order 2P which
are isospectral but not isometric.
A consequence of this theorem is that for every integer x  9, we can find a pair
of isospectral non-isometric orbifold lens spaces of dimension x .
In Section 4 we look at specific examples that show what the different generating
functions would look like and the types of orbifold lens spaces that correspond to each
generating function.
2. Orbifold lens spaces
In this section we will generalize the idea of manifold lens spaces to orbifold lens
spaces. Manifold lens spaces are spherical space forms where the n-dimensional sphere
Sn of constant curvature 1 is acted upon by a cyclic group of fixed point free isometries
on Sn . We will generalize this notion to orbifolds by allowing the cyclic group of iso-
metries to have fixed points. For a more general definition of orbifolds see Satake [17]
and Scott [18]. For details of spectral geometry on orbifolds, see Stanhope [20] and
E. Dryden, C. Gordon, S. Greenwald and D. Webb in [5]).
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To obtain our main results we will focus on a special subfamily of lens spaces.
Our technique will parallel Ikeda’s technique as developed in [10].
2.1. Preliminaries. Let q be a positive integer that is not prime. Set
q0 D
8

<

:
q   1
2
if q is odd,
q
2
if q is even.
Throughout this article we assume that q0  4 and that q is not prime.
For any positive integer n with 2  n  q0   2, we denote by QI (q, n) the set of
n-tuples (p1, : : : , pn) of integers. We define a subset QI0(q, n) of QI (q, n) as follows:
QI0(q, n) D f(p1, : : : , pn) 2 QI (q, n) j pi ¥ p j (mod q), 1  i < j  n,
g.c.d.(p1, : : : , pn , q) D 1g.
We introduce an equivalence relation in QI (q, n) as follows: (p1, :::, pn) is equivalent
to (s1, : : : , sn) if and only if there is a number l prime to q and there are numbers
ei 2 f 1, 1g such that (p1, : : : , pn) is a permutation of (e1ls1, : : : , enlsn) (mod q). This
equivalence relation also defines an equivalence relation on QI0(q, n).
We set I (q, n) D QI (q, n)= and I0(q, n) D QI0(q, n)=.
Let k D q0   n. We define a map w of I0(q, n) into I0(q, k) as follows:
For any element (p1, : : : , pn) 2 QI0(q, n), we choose an element (q1, : : : , qk) 2 QI0(q, k)
such that the set of integers
f p1,  p1, : : : , pn ,  pn , q1,  q1, : : : , qk ,  qkg
forms a complete set of incongruent residues (mod q). Then we define
w([p1, : : : , pn]) D [q1, : : : , qk].
It is easy to see that this map is a well defined bijection.
The following proposition is similar to a result in [10]:
Proposition 2.1.1. Let I0(q, n) be as above. Then,
jI0(q, n)j  1q0

q0
n

,
where
 q0
n

D 1 if q0n D 0, and

q0
n

D
q0!
n! (q0   n)!
otherwise.
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Proof. Let I0(q, n) be as above. Consider a subset QI00(q, n) of QI0(q, n) as follows:
QI00(q, n) D f(p1, : : : , pn) 2 QI0(q, n) j at least one of the pi is co-prime to qg.
It is easy to see that the equivalence relation on QI0(q, n) induces an equivalence relation
on QI00(q, n). Since we eliminate classes where none of the pi ’s is co-prime to q, we get
jI0(q, n)j  jI 00(q, n)j,
where I 00(q, n) D QI00(q, n)=. Now consider a subset QI000(q, n) of QI00(q, n) as follows:
QI000(q, n) D f(p1, : : : , pn) 2 QI00(q, n) j 1 D p1 <    < pn  q0g.
Then it is easy to see that any element of QI00(q, n) has an equivalent element in QI000(q, n).
On the other hand, for any equivalence class in I 00(q, n), the number of elements in
QI000(q, n) which belong to that class is at most n. Hence we have:
jI0(q, n)j  jI 00(q, n)j 
1
n
j
QI000(q, n)j D
1
n

q0   1
n   1

D
1
q0

q0
n

.
This proves the proposition.
Lemma 2.1.2. Let q D pm or q D p1  p2, where p, p1, p2 are primes. Let D be
the set of all non-zero integers mod q that are not co-prime to q. Then jDj is even if
q is odd and jDj is odd if q is even.
Proof. For q D pm .
If q is odd, then p is an odd prime. q=p D pm 1 which is an odd number. There-
fore the number of elements in D, (pm 1   1) is even.
If q is even, then p D 2. q=p D 2m 1 is even. So the number of elements in D,
(2m 1   1), is odd.
For q D p1  p2 (p1 ¤ p2).
If q is odd, then both p1 and p2 are odd primes. The number of elements in D
is (q=p1 C q=p2   2) D (p2 C p1   2) which is even since p1 C p2 is even.
If q is even, then one of the pi ’s is 2 and the other is an odd prime. Assume
p1 D 2. So, the number of elements in D is (q=p1 C q=p2   2) D (p2 C p1   2) D
(p2 C 2   2) D p2, which is odd.
This proves the lemma.
We will say that jDj D 2r if jDj is even; and jDj D 2r   1 if jDj is odd, where r
is some positive integer. It is easy to see that if jDj is even, then exactly r members
of D are less than q0. If jDj is odd, then r   1 members of D are strictly less than
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q0 and one member of D is equal to q0 (recall that for even q, we set q0 D q=2, and
for odd q, we set q0 D (q   1)=2).
With these results we now obtain a better lower bound for jI0(q, n)j.
Proposition 2.1.3. Let I0(q, n), I 00(q, n), QI00(q, n) and QI000(q, n) be as in Propos-
ition 2.2.1. Let k D q0   n. Then
jI0(q, n)j 
r
X
tDu
1
n   t

q0   1   r
n   1   t

r
t

,
where u D r   k if r > k and u D 0 if r  k, and r is as defined above.
Proof. The number of ways in which we can assign values to the pi ’s in (1 D
p1, p2, : : : , pn) 2 QI000(q, n) such that t of the pi ’s are not co-prime to q is

q0   1   r
n   1   t

r
t

.
On the other hand for any equivalence class in I 00(q, n) with t of the pi ’s not being
co-prime to q, the number of elements which belong to that class is at most n   t . So
the number of such possible classes is at least
1
n   t

q0   1   r
n   1   t

r
t

.
Now if r > k, this would mean that n > q0   r , or n  1 > q0   1  r . This means that
t cannot take any values less than r   k, since that would mean that we are choosing
(n   1  t), a number larger than (q0   1  r ) from q0   1  r and that is not possible.
So, the smallest value for t in this case can be r   k.
On the other hand, if r  k, then n  q0   r , or n   1  q0   1   r . This means
that it is possible for us to choose n-tuples in QI000(q, n) with all values being co-prime
to q. Thus, the smallest value for t would be 0 in this case.
It is obvious that the maximum value t can take is r since (1, p2, : : : , pn) cannot
have more than r values that are not co-prime to q. Now, adding up all the degrees
for different values of t we get
jI0(q, n)j  jI 00(q, n)j 
r
X
tDu
1
n   t

q0   1   r
n   1   t

r
t

,
where u D 0 if r  k and u D r   k if r > k.
This proves the proposition.
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DEFINITION 2.1.4. (i) Let q be a positive integer and  a primitive q-th root
of 1. We denote by Q( ) the q-th cyclotomic field over the rational number field Q
and denote by 8q (z) the q-th cyclotomic polynomial
8q (z) D
q 1
X
tD0
zt .
Let A be the set of residues mod q that are co-prime to q. We define a map  q,k of
I0(q, k) into Q( )[z] as follows:
For any equivalence class in I0(q, k), we take an element (q1, : : : , qk) of QI0(q, k)
which belongs to that class. We define
 q,k([q1, : : : , qk])(z) D
X
l2A
k
Y
iD1
(z    qi l )(z     qi l ).
This polynomial in Q( )[z] is independent of the choice of elements which belong to
the class [q1, : : : , qk]. Therefore, the map is well-defined.
(ii) Given q D pm , we define
B j D fx (mod q) 2 ZC W p j j x , p jC1 ­ xg.
We define the maps ( j)q,k of I0(q, k) into Q( )[z] as follows:

( j)
q,k([q1, : : : , qk])(z) D
X
l2B j
k
Y
iD1
(z    qi l)(z     qi l).
(iii) Now assume q D p1  p2. We define the following sets of numbers that are not
co-prime to q.
B D fxp1 j x D 1, 2, : : : , (p2   1)g
and
C D fxp2 j x D 1, 2, : : : , (p1   1)g.
We define maps q,k and q,k as follows:
q,k([q1, : : : , qk])(z) D
X
l2B
k
Y
iD1
(z    qi l )(z     qi l)
and
q,k([q1, : : : , qk])(z) D
X
l2C
k
Y
iD1
(z    qi l)(z     qi l ).
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Since (z    qi l)(z     qi l) D ( qi l z   1)(  qi l z   1), the following proposition is
easy to see.
Proposition 2.1.5. If we put
 q,k([q1, : : : , qk])(z) D
2k
X
iD0
( 1)i ai z2k i ,

( j)
q,k([q1, : : : , qk])(z) D
2k
X
iD0
( 1)i bi , j z2k i ,
q,k([q1, : : : , qk])(z) D
2k
X
iD0
( 1)i bi z2k i ,
q,k([q1, : : : , qk])(z) D
2k
X
iD0
( 1)i ci z2k i ,
then we have
(i) ai D a2k i , bi , j D b(2k i), j , bi D b2k i and ci D c2k i ,
(ii) a0 D jAj, b0, j D jB j j, b0 D jBj and c0 D jCj.
2.2. Orbifold lens spaces and their generating functions. Let q be a positive
integer and p1, : : : , pn be n integers mod q such that g.c.d.(p1, : : : , pn , q) D 1. We
denote by g the orthogonal matrix given by
g D
0
B

R(p1=q) 0
.
.
.
0 R(pn=q)
1
C
A
,
where R() D

cos 2 sin 2
  sin 2 cos 2

. Then g generates the cyclic subgroup G D fglgqlD1
of order q of the orthogonal group O(2n).
We define a lens space L(q W p1, : : : , pn) as follows:
L(q W p1, : : : , pn) D S2n 1=G.
L(q W p1, : : : , pn) is a good smooth orbifold with S2n 1 as its covering manifold.
Let  be the covering projection of S2n 1 onto S2n 1=G
 W S2n 1 ! S2n 1=G.
Since the round metric of constant curvature one on S2n 1 is G-invariant, it induces a
Riemannian metric on S2n 1=G.
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We emphasize that, in contrast to the classical notion of lens space, we do not
require that the integers pi be co-prime to q, and thus we allow the lens spaces to
have singular points. In particular they are good orbifolds. Henceforth, the term “lens
space” will refer to this generalized definition.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let L D L(q W p1, : : : , pn) and L 0 D L(q W s 01, : : : , s 0n) be lens
spaces. Then L is isometric to L 0 if and only if there is a number l co-prime with q and
there are numbers ei 2 f 1, 1g such that (p1, ::: , pn) is a permutation of (e1ls1, ::: , enlsn)
(mod q).
Proof. Assume L is isometric to L 0. Let  be an isometry between L and L 0.
Then  lifts to an isometry Q of S2n 1. In other words,  is an orthogonal transform-
ation that conjugates G and G 0 where L D S2n 1=G and L 0 D S2n 1=G 0.
So Q takes g, a generator of G, to g0l , a generator of G 0. This means that the
eigenvalues of g and g0l are the same. This means that each pi is equivalent to some
ls j or  ls j (mod q). That means (p1, : : : , pn) is a permutation of (e1ls1, : : : , enlsn)
(mod q), for ei 2 f 1, 1g, (i D 1, : : : , n).
Conversely, assume that there exists an integer l co-prime with q and numbers ei 2
f 1, 1g (i D 1, : : : , n) such that (p1, : : : , pn) is a permutation of (e1ls1, : : : , enlsn)
(mod q).
Note that the isometry of S2n 1 onto S2n 1 defined by the map
(z1, : : : , zi , : : : , zn) 7! (z (0), : : : , Nz (i), : : : , z (n)),
where  is a permutation, induces an isometry of L(q W s1, : : : , sn) onto L(q W s (1), : : : ,
s
 (i), : : : , s (n)). Since g0l is also a generator of G 0, the lens space L(q W ls1, : : : , lsn) is
identical to L(q W s1, : : : , sn).
Now the above isometry induces an isometry of L(qW s1, ::: , sn) onto L(qW e1ls1, ::: ,
enlsn). This means that L 0 D L(q W s1, : : : , sn) is isometric to L(q W e1ls1, : : : , enlsn).
But (e1ls1, : : : , enlsn) is simply a permutation of (p1, : : : , pn) (mod q). Therefore
L(q W p1, : : : , pn) is isometric to L(q W e1ls1, : : : , enlsn), which, in turn, is isometric
to L(q W s1, : : : , sn). This proves the converse.
For any f 2 C1(L(q W p1, : : : , pn)), we define the Laplacian on the lense space as
Q
1( f ) D (1 f ). We construct the generating function associated with the Laplacian
on L(q W p1, : : : , pn) analogous to the construction in the manifold case (see [10], [11]
and [12]).
Let Q1, 1 and 10 denote the Laplacian of S2n 1, L(q W p1, : : : , pn) and R2n ,
respectively.
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DEFINITION 2.2.2. For any non-negative real number , we define the eigen-
spaces QE

and E

as follows:
QE

D f f 2 C1(S2n 1) j Q1 f D  f g,
E

D f f 2 C1(L(q W p1, : : : , pn)) j 1 f D  f g.
The following lemma follows from the definitions of 1 and smooth function.
Lemma 2.2.3. Let ( QE

)G be the space of all G-invariant functions of QE. Then
dim(E

) D dim( QE)G .
Let 10 be the Laplacian on R2n with respect to the flat Kähler metric. Set r2 D
P2n
iD1 x
2
i , where (x1, x2, : : : , x2n) is the standard coordinate system on R2n .
For k  0, let Pk denote the space of complex valued homogeneous polynomials
of degree k on R2n . Let H k be the subspace of Pk consisting of harmonic polynomials
on R2n ,
H k D f f 2 Pk j 10 f D 0g.
Each orthogonal transformation of R2n induces canonically a linear isomorphism of Pk .
Proposition 2.2.4. The space H k is O(2n)-invariant, and Pk has the direct sum
decomposition: Pk D H k r2 Pk 2. The injection map i W S2n 1 ! R2n induces a linear
map i W C1(R2n) ! C1(S2n 1). We denote i(H k) by Hk .
Proposition 2.2.5. Hk is an eigenspace of Q1 on S2n 1 with eigenvalue k(k C
2n   2) and P1kD0 Hk is dense in C1(S2n 1) in the uniform convergence topology.
Moreover, Hk is isomorphic to H k . That is, i W H k ' ! Hk .
For proofs of these propositions, see [2].
Now by Lemma 2.2.3 and Proposition 2.2.5, we get
Corollary 2.2.6. Let
L(q W p1, : : : , pn) D S2n 1=G
be a lens space and HkG be the space of all G-invariant functions in Hk . Then
dim Ek(kC2n 2) D dimHkG .
Moreover, for any integer k such that dimHkG ¤ 0, k(k C 2n   2) is an eigenvalue of
1 on L(q W p1, : : : , pn) with multiplicity equal to dimHkG , and no other eigenvalues
appear in the spectrum of 1.
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DEFINITION 2.2.7. The generating function Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn) associated to the
spectrum of the Laplacian on L(q W p1, : : : , pn) is the generating function associated to
the infinite sequence fdimHkGg1kD0, i.e.,
Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn) D
1
X
kD0
(dimHkG)zk .
By Corollary 2.2.6 we know that the generating function determines the spectrum
of L(q W p1, : : : , pn). This fact gives us the following proposition:
Proposition 2.2.8. Let L D L(q W p1, : : : , pn) and L 0 D L(q 0 W s1, : : : , sn) be two
lens spaces. Let Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn) and Fq 0 (z W s1, : : : , sn) be the generating functions
associated to the spectrum of L and L 0, respectively. Then L is isospectral to L 0 if
and only if Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn) D Fq 0 (z W s1, : : : , sn).
The following theorem ([10] and [11]) holds true for the orbifold lens spaces as well.
Theorem 2.2.9. Let L(q W p1, : : : , pn) be a lens space and Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn) the
generating function associated to the spectrum of L(qW p1, ::: , pn). Then, on the domain
fz 2 C j jzj < 1g,
Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn) D 1q
q
X
lD1
1   z2
Qn
iD1(z    pi l)(z     pi l)
.
Corollary 2.2.10. Let L(q W p1, : : : , pn) be isospectral to L(q 0 W s1, : : : , sn). Then
q D q 0.
Now let QL(q, n) be the family of all (2n   1)-dimensional lens spaces with funda-
mental groups of order q, and let QL0(q, n) be the subfamily of QL(q, n) defined by:
QL0(q, n) D fL(q W p1, : : : , pn) 2 QL(q, n) j pi ¥ p j (mod q), 1  i < j  ng.
The set of isometry classes of QL(q, n) is denoted by L(q, n), and the set of isometry
classes of QL0(q, n) is denoted by L0(q, n).
By Proposition 2.2.1, the map L(q W p1, : : : , pn) 7! (p1, : : : , pn) of QL0(q, n)
(resp. QL(q, n)) onto QI0(q, n) (resp. QI (q, n)) induces a one-to-one map between L0(q, n)
and I0(q, n) (resp. L(q, n) and I (q, n)).
The above fact, together with Proposition 2.1.3, gives us the following:
Proposition 2.2.11. Retaining the notations as above, we get
jL0(q, n)j 
r
X
tDu
1
n   t

q0   1   r
n   1   t

r
t

,
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where u D r   k if r > k, and u D 0 if r  k; r is the number of residues mod q that
are not co-prime to q and are less than or equal to q0.
Note that by Proposition 2.2.1, we also get that
jL0(q, n)j  1q0

q0
n

.
Next, we will re-formulate the generating function Fq (zW p1, : : : , pn) in a form that will
help us find isospectral pairs that are non-isometric.
Proposition 2.2.12. Let L(q W p1, : : : , pn) be a lens space belonging to QL0(q, n),
k D q0 n, and let w be the map of I0(q, n) onto I0(q, k) defined in Section 2.1. Then
(i) If q D Pm , where P is a prime, we have
Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn) D 1q
(
(1   z2)
(1   z)2n C
 q,k(w([p1, : : : , pn]))(z)(1   z2)
8q (z)
C
m 1
X
jD1

( j)
q,k(w([p1, : : : , pn]))(z)(1   z2)
(8Pm  j (z))P j (1   z)P j 1
)
,
(ii) If q D P1  P2, where P1 and P2 are primes, we have
Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn) D 1q
 (1   z2)
(1   z)2n C
 q,k(w([p1, : : : , pn]))(z)(1   z2)
8q (z)
C
q,k(w([p1, : : : , pn]))(z)(1   z2)
(8P2 (z))P1 (1   z)P1 1
C
q,k(w([p1, : : : , pn]))(z)(1   z2)
(8P1 (z))P2 (1   z)P2 1

,
where  q,k , ( j)q,k , q,k and q,k are as defined in Definition 2.1.4 and 8t (z) D
Pt 1
vD0 z
v
.
Proof. We choose integers q1, : : : , qk such that the set of integers
f p1,  p1, : : : , pn ,  pn , q1,  q1, : : : , qk ,  qkg
forms a complete set of residues mod q.
(i) We write
Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn) D 1q
"
X
l2A
(1   z2)
Qn
iD1(z    pi l)(z     pi l )
C
m 1
X
jD1
X
l2B j
(1   z2)
Qn
iD1(z    pi l)(z     pi l)
#
.
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Now, for any l 2 A, we have
1
Qn
iD1(z    pi l )(z     pi l)
D
Qk
iD1(z    qi l )(z     qi l)
8q (z)
.
For l 2 B j , we have
1
Qn
iD1(z    pi l )(z     pi l )
D
Qk
iD1(z    qi l)(z     qi l )
(8Pm  j (z))P j (1   z)P j 1
,
where 8t (z) D
Pt 1
vD0 z
v
.
Now, (i) follows from these facts.
(ii) We write
Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn) D 1q
"
X
l2A
(1   z2)
Qn
iD1(z    pi l)(z     pi l)
C
X
l2B
(1   z2)
Qn
iD1(z    pi l )(z     pi l )
C
X
l2C
(1   z2)
Qn
iD1(z    pi l )(z     pi l )
#
.
Again, for l 2 A,
1
Qn
iD1(z    pi l )(z     pi l)
D
Qk
iD1(z    qi l )(z     qi l)
8q (z)
.
For l 2 B, we have
1
Qn
iD1(z    pi l )(z     pi l)
D
Qk
iD1(z    qi l )(z     qi l)
(8P2 (z))P1 (1   z)P1 1
.
For l 2 C , we have
1
Qn
iD1(z    pi l )(z     pi l)
D
Qk
iD1(z    qi l )(z     qi l)
(8P1 (z))P2 (1   z)P2 1
.
Now, (ii) follows from these facts.
From Proposition 2.2.8 and Proposition 2.2.12, we get the following proposition
Proposition 2.2.13. Let L D L(q W p1, : : : , pn) and L 0 D L(q W s1, : : : , sn) be lens
spaces belonging to L0(q, n). Let k D q0   n.
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(i) If q D Pm , then L is isospectral to L 0 if
 q,k(w([p1, : : : , pn])) D  q,k(w([s1, : : : , sn]))
and

( j)
q,k(w([p1, : : : , pn])) D ( j)q,k(w([s1, : : : , sn]))
for j D 1, : : : , m   1.
(ii) If q D P1  P2, then L is isospectral to L 0 if
 q,k(w([p1, : : : , pn])) D  q,k(w([s1, : : : , sn])),
q,k(w([p1, : : : , pn])) D q,k(w([s1, : : : , sn]))
and
q,k(w([p1, : : : , pn])) D q,k(w([s1, : : : , sn])).
3. Isospectral non-isometric lens spaces
By applying Proposition 2.2.11 and Proposition 2.2.13 we will obtain our main
theorem in this section for odd-dimensional lens spaces. Next, we will extend the re-
sults to obtain even-dimensional pairs of lens spaces corresponding to every pair of
odd-dimensional lens spaces.
3.1. Odd-dimensional lens spaces. From the results in Sections 2 and 3 we get
the following diagrams: For q D Pm ,
L0(q, n)  ! I0(q, n)  !
w
I0(q, k)   !

(m)
q,k
Qm( )[z],(3.1)
where  (m)q,k D ( q,k , (1)q,k , : : : , (m 1)q,k ), and Qm( )[z] denotes m copies of the field of
rational polynomials Q( )[z]. For q D P1  P2,
L0(q, n)  ! I0(q, n)  !
w
I0(q, k)   !
S
(3)
q,k
Q3( )[z],(3.2)
where S (3)q,k D ( q,k , q,k , q,k).
Now, from Proposition 2.2.13, if  (m)q,k (resp. S (3)q,k) is not one-to-one, then we will
have non-isometric lens spaces having the same generating function. This would give
us our desired results.
We first calculate the values for the required coefficients of  q,2, ( j)q,2, q,2 and q,2.
Using Proposition 2.1.5 we can calculate the values of the various coefficients of
 q,k , 
( j)
q,k , q,k and q,k .
First we will find coefficients for z and z2 for any given k, and from that we can
find the values for k D 2.
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From the definitions of  q,k([q1, : : : , qk]), in the notation of Proposition 2.1.5, it
is easy to see that
a1 D
k
X
iD1
X
l2A

qi l
C
k
X
iD1
X
l2A

 qi l
D 2
k
X
iD1
X
l2A

qi l
.
Similarly,
b1, j D 2
k
X
iD1
X
l2B j

qi l
, b1 D 2
k
X
iD1
X
l2B

qi l
, c1 D 2
k
X
iD1
X
l2C

qi l
.
Also,
a2 D
X
l2A
"
k C
X
1i<tk

(qiCqt )l
C
X
1i<tk

 (qiCqt )l
C
X
1i<tk

(qi qt )l
C
X
1i<tk

 (qi qt )l
#
D kjAjC 2
X
l2A
X
1i<tk

(qiCqt )l
C 2
X
l2A
X
1i<tk

(qi qt )l
.
Similarly,
b2, j D kjB j j C 2
X
l2B j
X
1i<tk

(qiCqt )l
C 2
X
l2B j
X
1i<tk

(qi qt )l
,
b2 D kjBj C 2
X
l2B
X
1i<tk

(qiCqt )l
C 2
X
l2B
X
1i<tk

(qi qt )l
,
c2 D kjCj C 2
X
l2C
X
1i<tk

(qiCqt )l
C 2
X
l2C
X
1i<tk

(qi qt )l
,
where jAj, jB j j, jBj and jCj are cardinalities of A, B j , B and C —as defined in Def-
inition 2.1.4—respectively.
Proposition 3.1.1. Let p be an odd prime and let q D pm where m is an integer
greater than 1. Let q0 D (q   1)=2. Let k D 2 and n D q0  2. Then the maps  (m)q,k and
S (3)q,k as defined in (3.1) and (3.2) (and hence the generating function) are dependent
only on where the various qi ’s and their sums and differences reside.
In a similar fashion we can find values of coefficients of higher powers of z when
k > 2. These coefficients will contain terms that include higher sums and differences
of the various qi ’s in the powers of  .
We will prove two propositions that will give us upper bounds on the number of
expressions for  ( j)q,k and S
(3)
q,k , respectively, where k D 2.
Proposition 3.1.2. Let p be an odd prime and let q D pm where m is an integer
greater than 1. Let q0 D (q   1)=2. Let k D 2 and n D q0   2. Then the number of
expressions that  ( j)q,2 can have is at most m2.
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Proof. We will find the number of  ( j)q,2 by considering the following cases:
CASE 1: q1, q2 2 B j ( j D 1, 2, : : : , (m   1)) where B j D fx (mod q) 2 ZC W p j j
x , p jC1 ­ xg. If q1, q2 2 B j , then either both of q1  q2 lie in B j or else one lies in
B j and the other in some Bk with j < k  m   1. Thus there are m   j possibilities.
As j varies from 1 to m   1, we thus obtain (m   1)C (m   2)C   C 1 D m(m   1)=2
expressions.
CASE 2: q1 2 B j and q2 2 Bt , B j ¤ Bt . We may assume j < t . It follows that
q1  q2 both lie in B j . Thus as j and t vary, we obtain
 
m 1
2

D (m   1)(m   2)=2
expressions.
CASE 3: q1 2 B j and q2 2 A, or vice versa. Here we note that q1  q2 always
belongs to A. Therefore, in this case we will get (m   1) possible expressions for  ( j)q,2,
one each for the case where q1 2 A and q2 2 B j ( j D 1, 2, : : : , (m   1)), or vice versa.
CASE 4: q1, q2 2 A. We will get 1 possible expression if q1  q2 2 A. Then we
will get 1 possible expression each for the case when q1Cq2 2 A and q1 q2 2 B j (or
vice versa) for j D 1, 2, : : : , (m 1). There are no other possibilities in this case. So the
maximum number of possible expressions for  ( j)q,2 in this case will be m   1C 1 D m.
Case 1 though Case 4 are the only possible cases that occur for k D 2. Adding up
the numbers of all possible expressions for  ( j)q,2 from each case we get the maximum
number of possible expressions that  ( j)q,2 can have:
m(m   1)
2
C
(m   1)(m   2)
2
C (m   1)C m
D
m2   m C m2   3m C 2C 2m   2C 2m
2
D
2m2
2
D m2.
Proposition 3.1.3. Let q D p1  p2, where p1, p2 are distinct odd primes. Let
q0 D (q   1)=2. Let k D 2 and n D q0   2. Then the number of possible expressions
for S (3)q,2 is at most 11.
Proof. As in the previous proposition, we prove this result by considering all the
possible cases for q1 and q2 (where q1  q2 is not congruent to 0 (mod q)).
Case 1: q1, q2 2 B or (q1, q2 2 C), where B D fxp1 j x D 1, : : : , (p2   1)g and
C D fxp2 j x D 1, : : : , (p1 1)g. Then q1q2 2 B or (q1q2 2 C , respectively). There
are no other possibilities for this case.
CASE 2: q1 2 B and q2 2 C (or vice versa). We have just one possible expression
in this case, when q1  q2 2 A.
CASE 3: q1 2 A, q2 2 B or q1 2 A, q2 2 C (or vice versa). We will get one
expression each when q1  q2 2 A. Then we will get one possible expression for the
case when q1 2 A, q2 2 B, and q1 C q2 2 A, q1   q2 2 C (or vice versa). We will
get one more possible expression for the case when q1 2 A, q2 2 C , and q1 C q2 2 A,
q1   q2 2 B (or vice versa). So, in this case we get a possible 4 expressions for S (3)q,2.
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CASE 4: q1, q2 2 A. We will get one possible expression where q1  q2 2 A. We
get another possible expression where q1Cq2 2 A and q1 q2 2 B (or vice versa). We
get a third possible expression where q1 C q2 2 A and q1   q2 2 C (or vice versa). We
get a fourth possible expression where q1 C q2 2 B and q1   q2 2 C (or vice versa).
So, we get a total of 4 possible expressions for S (3)q,2 in this case.
Case 1 through Case 4 are the only possible cases than can occur for k D 2.
Adding up the number of all possible expressions for S (3)q,2 from each case we get the
maximum number of possible expressions for S (3)q,2:
2C 1C 4C 4 D 11.
It is important to note that in the above propositions the number of possible ex-
pressions is the maximum number of expressions that can happen. It is possible that
for a given q D pm or q D p1  p2 not all the expressions will occur. We will see this
in an example later.
We now prove two similar propositions for even q of the form 2m and 2p, where
m is a positive integer and p is a prime.
Proposition 3.1.4. Let q D 2m where m  3. Let q0 D q=2, i.e., q0 D 2m 1. Let
k D 2 and n D q0   2. Then the number of possible expressions that  ( j)q,2 can have is
at most (m   1)2.
Proof. We proceed as in the previous propositions.
CASE 1: q1, q2 2 B j ( j D 1, 2, : : : , (m 3)), where B j D fx (mod q) 2 ZCW 2 j j x ,
2 jC1 ­ xg.
We first note that the cases where q1, q2 2 Bm 2 or Bm 1 will not occur. Now
when q1, q2 2 B j , then one of the q1Cq2 or q1 q2 will belong to B jC1 and the other
will belong to Bt for t > j C 1.
Now, with q1, q2 2 B j (where j < m   2), we get (m   2  j) possible expressions
for  ( j)q,2.
So, in this case, the total number of possible expressions for  ( j)q,2 are:
(m   3)C (m   4)C    C 3C 2C 1 D (m   2)(m   3)
2
.
CASE 2: q1 2 B j and q2 2 Bt , where B j ¤ Bt . We can assume that j < t . This
would mean that q1  q2 2 B j always. So, as in Case 2 of Proposition 3.1.2, we get
that the total number of expressions for  ( j)q,2 will be (m   1)(m   2)=2.
CASE 3: q1 2 B j and q2 2 A (or vice versa). We notice that q1  q2 2 A al-
ways. So, just like in Case 3 of Proposition 3.1.2, we will get that the total number
of possible expressions for  ( j)q,2 will be (m   1).
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CASE 4: q1, q2 2 A. In this case one of q1 C q2 or q1   q2 will belong to B1
and the other will belong to one of the B j for j > 1. Therefore, for this case we will
get (m   2) possible expressions for  ( j)q,2, one each for the case when q1 C q2 2 B1
(alt. q1   q2 2 B1) and q1   q2 2 Bt (alt. q1 C q2 2 Bt ) for t D 2, 3, : : : , m   1.
Now, adding up all the possible expressions from the four cases above we get the
maximum number of possible expressions for  ( j)q,2:
(m   2)(m   3)
2
C
(m   1)(m   2)
2
C (m   1)C (m   2)
D
m2   5m C 6C m2   3m C 2C 2m   2C 2m   4
2
D m2   2m C 1 D (m   1)2.
Our next proposition gives us the maximum number of expressions for S (3)q,2 when
q D 2p for some prime p.
Proposition 3.1.5. Let q D 2p where p is an odd prime. Let q0 D q=2 D p. Let
k D 2 and n D q0   2. Then the number of possible expressions for S (3)q,2 is at most 6.
Proof. As before we will analyze the different possible cases. Note that in this
situation we have B D f2, 4, 6, : : : , 2(p   1)g and C D f pg.
CASE 1: q1, q2 2 B. We will have q1  q2 2 B always. Notice that in this case
q1, q2 cannot belong to C since C has only one element. So we get 1 possible expres-
sion in this case for S (3)q,2.
CASE 2: q1 2 B, q2 2 C . In this case q1  q2 2 A always. So, we get 1 possible
expression in this case for S (3)q,2.
CASE 3: q1 2 A, q2 2 B or q1 2 A, q2 2 C . When q1 2 A and q2 2 C , then
q1  q2 2 B always. So, we get 1 possible expression for S (3)q,2. When q1 2 A, q2 2 B,
we will get 1 possible expression for the situation when q1  q2 2 A. We will get
another possible expression for S (3)q,2 where q1Cq2 2 A (alt. q1 q2 2 A) and q1 q2 2 C
(alt. q1 C q2 2 C).
So, there are a total of 3 possible expressions for S (3)q,2 in this case.
CASE 4: q1, q2 2 A. Then q1  q2 2 B always. So, we get 1 possible expression
for this case.
Now, adding up all the possible expressions from the above four cases we get the
maximum number of possible expressions for S (3)q,2 to be 1C 1C 3C 1 D 6.
With these four propositions, we are now ready for our first main theorem.
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Theorem 3.1.6. (i) Let p  5 (alt. p  3) be an odd prime and let m  2
(alt. m  3) be any positive integer. Let q D pm . Then there exist at least two (q   6)-
dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order pm which are iso-
spectral but not isometric.
(ii) Let p1, p2 be odd primes such that q D p1  p2  33. Then there exists at least
two (q   6)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order p1  p2
which are isospectral but not isometric.
(iii) Let q D 2m where m  6 be any positive integer. Then there exist at least two
(q   5)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order 2m which
are isospectral but not isometric.
(iv) Let q D 2p, where p  7 is an odd prime. Then there exist at least two (q   5)-
dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order 2p which are iso-
spectral but not isometric.
Proof. We first recall from Proposition 2.2.11 that
jL0(q, n)j 
r
X
tDr 2
1
n   t

q0   1   r
n   1   t

r
t

for k D 2 and r > 2. Thus for k D 2 and r > 2 we have
jL0(q, n)j  1
n   (r   2)

q0   r   1
n   1   (r   2)

r
r   2

C
1
n   (r   1)

q0   r   1
(n   1)   (r   1)

r
r   1

C
1
n   r

q0   r   1
n   r   1

r
r

D
1
q0   2   r C 2

q0   r   1
q0   2   1   r C 2

r
r   2

C
1
q0   2   r C 1

q0   r   1
q0   2   1   r C 1

r
r   1

C
1
q0   2   r

q0   r   1
q0   2   r   1

since n D q0   2
D
1
q0   r

q0   r   1
q0   r   1

r
r   2

C
1
q0   r   1

q0   r   1
q0   r   2

r
r   1

C
1
q0   r   2

q0   r   1
q0   r   3

r
r

D
1
q0   r
 1 
r (r   1)
2
C
1
(q0   r   1)
 (q0   r   1)  r
C
1
(q0   r   2)

(q0   r   1)(q0   r   2)
2
 1
D
r (r   1)
2(q0   r )
C r C
(q0   r   1)
2
.
(3.3)
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It is sufficient to show that the final expression in (3.3) is greater than the number of
possible expressions for the generating functions computed in Propositions 3.1.2–3.1.5
in order to establish the existence of isospectral pairs of non-isometric lens spaces.
(i) For q D pm , we have a total of m2 possible expressions for  ( j)q,2 from Propos-
ition 3.1.2. So, we will have isospectrality when (3.3) is greater than or equal to m2C1.
That is
r (r   1)
2(q0   r )
C r C
(q0   r   1)
2
 m2 C 1
) r (r   1)C 2r (q0   r )C (q0   r )(q0   r   1)  2(q0   r )(m2 C 1)
) r2   r C (q0   r )[2r C q0   r   1   2m2   2]  0
) (r2   r )C (q0   r )[q0 C r   2m2   3]  0
) r2   r C q20 C q0r   q02m
2
  3q0   q0r   r2 C 2m2r C 3r  0
) q0(q0   2m2   3)C 2r (m2 C 1)  0
)  q0[(2m2 C 3)   q0]   2r (m2 C 1)
) q0[(2m2 C 3)   q0]  2r (m2 C 1).(3.4)
So for any given m, we can choose p big enough so that 2m2 C 3  q0. This would
guarantee isospectrality. We can calculate r by r D (pm 1   1)=2 in this case. Now if
p  5, q0  (5m 1)=2 > 2m2C3 for all m  2. This is easy to see since 5m > 4m2C7
for m  2 as the left hand side grows exponentially greater than the right hand side.
So, for all p  5 and all m  2, (3.4) will be true and we will get isospectral pairs of
dimension (q   6) D 2n   1. Now for q D 3m , we have 3m > 4m2 C 7 for m  4. So
we will have isospectrality. We check cases m D 2 and m D 3.
When m D 2, q D 9, r D 1, q0 D 4. So L.H.S. of (3.4) gives 4[2(4) C 3   4] D
4(7) D 28 and R.H.S. of (3.4) gives 2(1)(4 C 1) D 10. So the sufficiency condition is
not satisfied.
When m D 3, q D 27, r D 4, q0 D 13. L.H.S. of (3.4) gives 13[2(9) C 3   13] D
13[8] D 104 and R.H.S. of (3.4) gives 2(4)[9 C 1] D 8(10) D 80. So the sufficiency
condition is not satisfied.
However, when we check individually all the possible expressions for these cases
we realize that they are less than m2.
For q D 32, the only two expressions are for the cases when q1 2 A, q2 2 B1, q1
q2 2 A, and q1, q2 2 A, q1 C q2 2 A, q1   q2 2 B1. No other possible expressions exist.
However, there are only two classes in L0(q, n), i.e., jL0(q, n)j D 2. The two
classes are
[1, 2] D f(p1, p2) 2 QL0(q, 2) j p1, p2 2 Ag,
[1, 3] D f(p1, p2) 2 QL0(q, 2) j p1 2 A, p2 2 B1 (alt. p1 2 B1, p2 2 A)g,
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where n D 2, A D f1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8g and B1 D f3, 6g.
Therefore, we do not obtain isospectral pairs.
For q D 33, there are 7 expressions (instead of 32 D 9 possible expressions). The
case where q1, q2, q1  q2 2 B1 and the case where q1, q2 2 B2 do not occur. This
gives us 2 less expressions than the estimated number of 9. But the number of classes
is greater than or equal to
4(4   1)
2(13   4) C 4C
13   4   1
2
D
2
3
C 4C 4 D 8
2
3
> 7 (from (3.3)).
This means we will have non-isometric isospectral lens spaces. This gives us our result
that for p  3 and m  3, we will get isospectral pairs that are non-isometric.
(ii) For q D p1  p2, r D (p1 C p2   2)=2. From (3.3) and Proposition 3.1.3 we get the
following sufficiency condition:
r (r   1)
2(q0   r )
C r C
(q0   r   1)
2
 12
) q0(25   q0)  24r .
(3.5)
From this we get that for q0  25, we will always find non-isometric, isospectral lens
spaces because (3.5) will always be satisfied. We now check for cases where q D
2q0 C 1 < 51.
For q < 51, and q D p1  p2 with p1, p2 being odd primes, there are only the
following possibilities:
(a) q D 3  7 D 21; B D f3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18g, C D f7, 14g. In this case we have 9
instead of 11 possible expressions. The case where q1, q2 2 C D f7, 14g is not pos-
sible, and the case where q1, q2 2 A and q1q2 2 A is also not possible since then
q2   q1 (mod q). Therefore, we get 2 less expressions. now for isospectrality we
use (3.3):
4(4   1)
2(10   4) C 4C
(10   4   1)
2
D 7
1
2
,
which is not greater than 9. So the isospectrality condition is not met.
(b) q D 3  5 D 15. In this case we have 7 instead of 11 expressions. Here B D
f3, 6, 9, 12g and C D f5, 10g. In this case, the following cases do not occur: q1, q2 2
C ; q1 2 A, q2 2 C , q1  q2 2 A; q1, q2, q1  q2 2 A; q1, q2 2 A, q1 C q2 2 A,
q1   q2 2 C . So we get 4 less expressions than 11. To check for isospectrality we
use (3.3) and get 3(3   1)=(2(7   3)) C 3 C (7   3   1)=2 D 5(1=4), which is less
than 7. So the isospectrality condition is not satisfied. For (a) and (b) it can be
easily shown that jL0(q, n)j is equal to 9 and 7 respectively. This means that there
are no isospectral pairs in these cases.
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(c) q D 3  11 D 33. B D f3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30g and C D f11, 22g.
Here q0 D 16 and r D 6. We check for isospectrality using (3.5):
q0(25   q0) D 16(25   16) D 144,
24r D 24(6) D 144.
So (3.5) is satisfied.
(d) q D 5 7 D 35, B D f5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30g and C D f7, 14, 21, 28g. Here q0 D 17
and r D 5. Using (3.5) we get
q0(25   q0) D 17(25   17) D 138,
24r D 24(5) D 120.
So (3.5) is not satisfied. However, we notice that in this case the actual number
of expressions is 10 instead of 11. So, we use (3.3) to check for isospectrality.
Plugging in r D 5 and q0 D 17 into (3.3) we get
5(4)
2(12) C 5C
11
2
D 11
1
3
> 10.
This implies that S (3)q,2 is not one-one and therefore, we will have non-isometric
isospectral lens spaces in this case.
(e) Finally, we check q D 3  13 D 39. Here q0 D 19 and r D 7. Using (3.5)
we see
q0(25   q0) D 19(25   19) D 114,
24r D 24(7) D 168.
So (3.5) is satisfied and we will have isospectral pairs in this case. (a)–(e) are
all the cases of q D p1  p2 < 51, where p1, p2 are odd primes. Combining these
results with the fact that for q  51, (3.5) will always be satisfied, we prove (iii).
(iii) Let q D 2m . We use Proposition 3.1.4 and (3.3) to get a sufficiency condition for
isospectrality:
r (r   1)
2(q0   r )
C r C
(q0   r   1)
2
 (m   1)2 C 1.
Here q0 D 2m=2 D 2m 1 and 2r D 2m 1. Therefore, q0 D 2r in this case. Simplifying
the above inequality, we get
q0[(2m2   4m C 5)   q0]  2r (m2   2m C 2).
But since q0 D 2r , we get
(m2   2m C 3)  q0.(3.6)
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If m  6, then m2   2m C 3 < 2m 1. Further, the right hand side of (3.6) grows ex-
ponentially bigger than the left hand side as m grows. For m D 3, 4 and 5, the actual
number of expressions for  ( j)q,2 are 4, 9 and 16 respectively. Further, it can be easily
shown that for m D 3, 4 and 5, jL0(q, n)j is 4, 9 and 16 respectively. Therefore, for
m D 3, 4 and 5 we do not get isospectrality. This gives us (iii).
(iv) Using Proposition 3.1.5 and (3.3) we get the sufficiency condition for isospectrality
for q D 2p, where p is an odd prime  7. Note that in this case q0 D q=2 D p and
r D (q C 2)=4. Now for isospectrality we should have
r (r   1)
2(q0   r )
C r C
(q0   r   1)
2
 7
) q0(15   q0)  14r
) p(15   p)  7(p C 1)
) 0  p2   8p C 7 or (p   1)(p   7)  0.
Since p is positive, whenever p  7, we will have isospectrality. When q D 2  5 D 10,
then jL0(q, n)j D 6 D number of expressions for S (3)q,2. So, we do not get isospectral
pairs when p D 5. This proves (iv).
3.2. Lens spaces for general integers. Let
L D L(q W p1, : : : , pn) D S2n 1=G
and
L 0 D L(q W p1, : : : , pn) D S2n 1=G 0
be two isospectral non-isometric orbifold lens spaces as obtained in Section 3.1 where
G D hgi, G 0 D hg0i.
g D
0
B

R(p1=q) 0
.
.
.
0 R(pn=q)
1
C
A
and
g0 D
0
B

R(s1=q) 0
.
.
.
0 R(sn=q)
1
C
A
.
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We define
QgWC D
0
B
B
B

R(p1=q) 0
.
.
.
R(pn=q)0 IW
1
C
C
C
A
and
Qg0WC D
0
B
B
B

R(s1=q) 0
.
.
.
R(sn=q)0 IW
1
C
C
C
A
,
where IW is the W  W identity matrix for some integer W . We can define QGWC D
h QgWCi and QG 0WC D h Qg0WCi. Then QGWC and QG 0WC are cyclic groups of order q. We
define lens spaces QLWC D S2nCW 1= QGWC and QL 0WC D S2nCW 1= QG 0WC. Then, like Prop-
osition 2.2.1, we get:
Proposition 3.2.1. Let QLWC and QL 0WC be as defined above. Then QLWC is iso-
metric to QL 0WC iff there is a number l co-prime with q and there are numbers ei 2
f 1, 1g such that (p1, : : : , pn) is a permutation of (e1ls1, : : : , enlsn) (mod q).
The following lemma follows directly from this proposition.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let L , L 0, QLWC and QL 0WC be as defined above. Then L is iso-
metric to L 0 iff QLWC is isometric to QL 0WC.
We get the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2.3. Let QLWC0 (q, n, 0) be the family of all (2n C W   1)-dimensional
orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order q that are obtained in the man-
ner described above. Let QLWC 2 LWC0 (q, n, 0) (where LWC0 (q, n, 0) denotes the set of
isometry classes of QLWC0 (q, n, 0)). Let F WCq (zW p1, : : : , pn , 0) be the generating function
associated to the spectrum of QLWC. Then on the domain fz 2 C j jzj < 1g,
F WCq (z W p1, : : : , pn , 0) D
(1C z)
(1   z)W 1 
1
q
q
X
lD1
1
Qn
iD1(z    pi l)(z     pi l)
.
Proof. Recall the definitions of 10, r2, Pk , H k , Hk and HkG from Section 2.
We extend the definitions for R2nCW . That is, let 10 be the Laplacian on R2nCW
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with respect to the flat Riemannian metric; r2 D
P2nCW
iD1 x
2
i , where (x1, : : : , x2nCW )
is the standard coordinate system on R2nCW ; for k  0, Pk is the space of complex
valued homogeneous polynomials of degree k in R2nCW ; H k is the subspace of Pk
consisting of harmonic polynomials on R2nCW ; Hk is the image of i W C1(R2nCW ) !
C1(S2nCW 1) where iW S2nCW 1 ! R2nCW is the natural injection; and Hk
QG is the space
of all QG-invariant functions of Hk .
Then from Proposition 2.2.4 and Proposition 2.2.5, we get that H k is O(2nCW )-
invariant; Pk has the direct sum decomposition Pk D H k  r2 Pk 2; Hk is an eigen-
space of Q1 on S2nCW 1 with eigenvalue k(k C 2n C W   2); P1kD0 Hk is dense in
C1(S2nCW 1) in the uniform convergence topology and Hk is isomorphic to H k .
This along with the results in Corollary 2.2.6, where dim Ek(kC2nCW 1) D dimHk
QGWC
,
we get
Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn , 0) D
1
X
kD0
 
dimHk
QGWC

zk .
Now QGWC is contained in SO(2n C W ).
Let k and Qk be the characters of the natural representations of SO(2n C W ) on
H k and Pk respectively. Then
dimHk
QGWC
D
1
j
QGWCj
X
QgWC2 QG
k( QgWC) D 1q
q
X
lD1
k( QglWC).(3.7)
Proposition 2.2.4 gives
k( QglWC) D Qk( QglWC)   Qk 2( QglWC),(3.8)
where Qt D 0 for t > 0.
If W is even, then we can view the space Pk as having a basis consisting of all
monomials of the form:
z I  NzJ D (z1)i1    (znCv)inCv  (Nz1) j1    (NznCv) jnCv ,
where W D 2v and where InCv C JnCv D i1 C    C inCv C j1 C    C jnCv D k and
i1, : : : , inCv , j1, : : : , jnCv  0. Then,
QglWC(z I  NzJ ) D  i1 p1lCCin pnl  j1 p1l   jn pnl (z I  NzJ ).
If W is odd, (say W D 2u C 1), then we get for basis of Pk
z I  NzJ  ztnC2uC1 D (z1)i1    (znCu)inCu  (Nz1) j1    (NznCu) jnCu  (znC2uC1)t ,
where znC2uC1 D xnCW where (x1, y1, : : : , xnCW 1, ynCW 1, xnCW ) is the standard euclid-
ean coordinate system on R2nCW with zi D xi C iyi for i D 1, 2, : : : , n C W   1, and
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i1, : : : , inCu , j1, : : : , jnCu , t  0 and i1 C    C inCu C j1 C    C jnCu C t D k D
InCu C JnCu C t . So, in that case
QglWC(z I  NzJ  znC2uC1) D  i1 p1lCCin pn l  j1 p1l   jn pn l(z I  NzJ  znC2uC1).
So, for W , even case, we will get
F WCq (z W p1, : : : , pn , 0)
D
1
q
1
X
kD0
q
X
lD1
k( QglWC)zk
D
(1   z2)
q
q
X
lD1
1
X
kD0
Qk( QglWC)zk
D
(1   z2)
q
q
X
lD1
1
X
kD0
X
InCvCJnCvDk

i1 p1lCCin pn l  j1 p1l   jn pnl zk
D
(1   z2)
q
q
X
lD1
1
X
kD0
X
InCvCJnCvDk
( p1l z)i1    ( pnl z)in (  p1l z) j1   
 (  pnl z) jn  zinC1CCinCvC jnC1CC jnCv
D
(1   z2)
q
q
X
lD1
n
Y
iD1
(1C  pi l z C  2pi l z2 C    )(1C   pi l z C   2pi l z2 C    )
 (1C z C z2 C    )W
D
(1   z2)
q
q
X
lD1
1
Qn
iD1(1    pi l z)(1     pi l z)(1   z)W
on fz 2 C j jzj < 1g
D
(1C z)
(1   z)W 1 
1
q
q
X
lD1
1
Qn
iD1(z    pi l)(z     pi l)
.
For W odd case, we get by similar calculations,
F WCq (z W p1, : : : , pn)
D
(1   z2)
q
q
X
lD1
1
X
kD0
X
InCuCJnCuCtDk

i1 p1lCCin pnl  j1 p1l   jn pnl zk
D
(1   z2)
q
q
X
lD1
1
X
kD0
X
InCuCJnCuCtDk
( p1l z)i1    ( pnl z)in (  p1l z) j1   
 (  pnl z) jn  zinC1CCinCuC jnC1CC jnCuCt
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D
(1   z2)
q
q
X
lD1
n
Y
iD1
(1C  pi l z C  2pi l z2 C    )(1C   pi l z C   2pi l z2 C    )
 (1C z C z2 C    )W
D
(1   z2)
q
q
X
lD1
1
Qn
iD1(1    pi l z)(1     pi l z)(1   z)W
on fz 2 C j jzj < 1g
D
(1C z)
(1   z)W 1 
1
q
q
X
lD1
1
Qn
iD1(z    pi l )(z     pi l )
as before.
Corollary 3.2.4. When L(q W p1, : : : , pn) and L(q W s1, : : : , sn) have the same gen-
erating function, then QLWC and QL 0WC (as defined above) also have the same generat-
ing function.
Proof. This follows from the fact that
Fq WC(z W p1, : : : , pn , 0) D 1(1   z)W Fq (z W p1, : : : , pn).
The above results give us the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.5. (i) Let P  5 (alt. P  3) be any odd prime and let m  2
(alt. m  3) be any positive integer. Let q D Pm . Then there exist at least two (q C
W   6)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order Pm which
are isospectral but not isometric.
(ii) Let P1, P2 be two odd primes such that q D P1  P2  33. Then there exist at least
two (q C W   6)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order
P1  P2 which are isospectral but not isometric.
(iii) Let q D 2m where m  6 is any positive integer. Then there exist at least two
(q C W   5)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order 2m
which are isospectral but not isometric.
(iv) Let q D 2P , where P  7 is an odd prime. Then there exist at least two (q C
W   5)-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order 2P which
are isospectral but not isometric.
Corollary 3.2.6. (i) Let x  19 be any integer. Then there exist at least two
x-dimensional orbifold lens spaces with fundamental groups of order 25 which are iso-
spectral but not isometric.
(ii) Let x  27 be any integer. Then there exist at least two x-dimensional orbifold lens
spaces with fundamental group of order 33 which are isospectral but not isometric.
(iii) Let x  59 be any integer. Then there exist at least two x dimensional orbifold
lens spaces with fundamental group of order 64 which are isospectral but not isometric.
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(iv) Let x  9 be any integer. Then there exist at least two x dimensional orbifold lens
spaces with fundamental group of order 14 which are isospectral but not isometric.
Proof. (i) Let q D 25 and W 2 f0, 1, 2, 3, : : : g in (i) of the theorem.
(ii) Let q D 33 and W 2 f0, 1, 2, 3, : : : g in (ii) of the theorem.
(iii) Let q D 64 and W 2 f0, 1, 2, 3, : : : g in (iii) of the theorem.
(iv) Let q D 14 and W 2 f0, 1, 2, 3, : : : g in (iv) of the theorem.
When W is an odd number, we get even dimensional orbifold lens spaces that are
isospectral but not isometric.
4. Examples
In this section we will look at some examples of isospectral non-isometric orbifold
lens spaces by calculating their generating functions. We will also look at an example
that will suggest that our technique can be generalized for higher values of k D q0 n.
Recall that q0 D (q 1)=2 for odd q and q0 D q=2 for even q. In the previous sections
we assumed k D 2. The technique for getting examples for higher values of k is simi-
lar, but as we shall see, the calculations for the different types of generating functions
becomes more difficult as k increases.
In all the examples we will denote a lens space by L(q W p1, : : : , pn) D S2n 1=G,
where G is the cyclic group generated by g D
0

R(p1=q) 0
.
.
.
0 R(pn=q)
1
A
. We will write
G D hgi.
4.1. Examples for k D 2.
EXAMPLE 4.1.1. Let q D 52 D 25, q0 D (q   1)=2 D 12, n D 10, k D 2, A D
f1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24g, B1 D f5, 10, 15, 20g.
Let w([p1, : : : , p10]) D [q1, q2]. Let  D e2 i=25 and  D e2 i=5. a0 D jAj D 20, b0,1 D
jB1j D 4,
P
l2A 
l
D 0,
P
l2B1 
l
D  1,
P
l2A 
l
D  5 and
P
l2B1 
l
D 4 (from (4.1)).
CASE 1: q1, q2 2 B1 and q1  q2 2 B1. So,
 25,2([q1, q2])(z) D 20z4 C 20z3 C 20z2 C 20z C 20,

(1)
25,2([q1, q2])(z) D 4z4   16z3 C 24z2   16z C 4.
This corresponds to the case where [p1, : : : , p10] D [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12] which
corresponds to a manifold lens spaces.
CASE 2: Since there is only one B1 this case does not occur.
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CASE 3: q1 2 B1 and q2 2 A (alt.q1 2 A, q2 2 B1). q1  q2 2 A always. So,
 25,2([q1, q2])(z) D 20z4 C 10z3 C 40z2 C 10z C 20,

(1)
25,2([q1, q2])(z) D 4z4   6z3 C 4z2   6z C 4
corresponding to
[p1, : : : , p10] D [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11],
and to
[s1, : : : , s10] D [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11],
and
[p1, : : : , p10] ¤ [s1, : : : , s10].
So, we get two isospectral non-isometric orbifolds: L1 D L(25W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 11) and L2 D (25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11). We denote by 6i the singular set
of L i . Then 61 D f(0, 0, : : : , x9, x10, 0, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S19 j x29 C x210 D 1g and 62 D
f(0, 0, : : : , x17, x18, 0, 0) 2 S19 j x217C x218 D 1g with isotropy groups hg51i and hg52i where
g51 D
0
B

R(5p1=25) 0
.
.
.
0 R(5p10=25)
1
C
A
D
0
B

R(p1=5) 0
.
.
.
0 R(p10=5)
1
C
A
and
g52 D
0
B

R(s1=5) 0
.
.
.
0 R(s10=5)
1
C
A
,
where g1 and g2 are generators of G1 and G2, respectively with L1 D S19=G1 and
L2 D S19=G2. 61 and 62 are homeomorphic to S1. We denote the two isotropy groups
by H1 D hg51i and H2 D hg52i.
CASE 4: (a) q1, q2 2 A and q1  q2 2 A. So,
 25,2([q1, q2])(z) D 20z4 C 40z2 C 20,

(1)
25,2([q1, q2])(z) D 4z4 C 4z3 C 4z2 C 4z C 4
corresponding to
L3 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) D S19=G3, where G3 D hg3i,
L4 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11) D S19=G4, where G4 D hg4i,
and
L5 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12) D S19=G5, where G5 D hg5i.
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The isotropy groups for L3, L4 and L5 are hg53i, hg54i and hg55i, respectively. 63, 64
and 65 are all homeomorphic to S3. So, here we get 3 isospectral orbifold lens spaces
that are non-isometric.
(b) q1, q2 2 A and q1 C q2 2 B1, q1   q2 2 A (alt. q1 C q2 2 A, q1   q2 2 B1). So,
 25,2([q1, q2])(z) D 20z4 C 30z2 C 20,

(1)
25,2([q1, q2])(z) D 4z4 C 4z3 C 14z2 C 4z C 4
corresponding to
L6 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11) D S19=G6, where G6 D hg6i
and
L7 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11) D S19=G7, where G7 D hg7i.
Then, again, 66 and 67 are homeomorphic to S3, and L6 and L7 have isotropy groups
hg56i and hg57i.
EXAMPLE 4.1.2. q D 33 D 27; q0 D 13, k D 2, n D 11 and A D f1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8,
10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26g, B1 D f3, 6, 12, 15, 21, 24g, B2 D f9, 18g. Let
w([p1, : : : , p11]) D [q1, q2]. Let  D e2 i=27, D e2 i=9 and Æ D e2 i=3 be primitive 27th,
9th and 3rd roots of unity, respectively. Here we get isospectral non-isometric pairs only
in two cases:
CASE 1: q1 2 B1 and q2 2 A (alt. q1 2 A and q2 2 B1). q1  q2 2 A always. So
we get,
 27,2([q1, q2])(z) D 18z4 C 36z2 C 18,

(1)
27,2([q1, q2])(z) D 6z4 C 6z3 C 12z2 C 6z C 6,

(2)
27,2([q1, q2])(z) D 2z4   2z3   2z C 2
corresponding to
L1 D L(27 W 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13),
L2 D L(27 W 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13)
and
L3 D L(27 W 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13).
If G1 D hg1i, G2 D hg2i, G3 D hg3i are such that L1 D S21=G1, L2 D S21=G2 and
L3 D S21=G3, then
61 D f(0, 0, : : : , x9, x10, 0, x13, x14, 0, : : : , x19, x20, 0, 0)2 S21 W isotropy groupDhg91ig
[ f(0, 0, : : : , x13, x14, 0, : : : , 0)2 S21 W isotropy groupDhg31ig,
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62 D f(0, 0, : : : , x7, x8, 0, : : : , x13, x14, : : : , 0, x19, x20, 0, 0)2 S21 W isotropy groupDhg92ig
[ f(0, 0, : : : , x13, x14, 0, : : : , 0)2 S21 W isotropy groupDhg32ig,
63 D f(0, 0, : : : , x7, x8, 0, : : : , x13, x14, : : : , x19, x20, 0, 0)2 S21 W isotropy groupDhg93ig
[ f(0, 0, : : : , x13, x14, 0, : : : , 0)2 S21 W isotropy groupDhg33ig.
So all three orbifolds have the same isotropy type and all the singular sets are homeo-
morphic to S5.
CASE 2: q1 C q2 2 B1, q1   q2 2 A (alt. q1 C q2 2 A, q1   q2 2 B1). So we get,
 27,2([q1, q2])(z) D 18z4 C 36z2 C 18,

(1)
27,2([q1, q2])(z) D 6z4 C 6z2 C 6,

(2)
27,2([q1, q2])(z) D 2z4 C 4z3 C 6z2 C 4z C 2
corresponding to
L4 D L(27 W 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) D S21=G4I G4 D hg4i,
L5 D L(27 W 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13) D S21=G5I G5 D hg5i,
L6 D L(27 W 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) D S21=G6I G6 D hg6i.
Then,
64 D f(0, 0, x3, x4, 0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, 0, x13, x14, 0, : : : , x19, x20, 0, 0) 2 S21
with isotropy group D hg94ig
[ f(0, 0, : : : , 0, x13, x14, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S21 with isotropy group D hg34ig,
65 D f(0, 0, x3, x4, 0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, 0, x19, x20, 0, 0) 2 S21
with isotropy group D hg95ig
[ f(0, 0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S21 with isotropy group D hg35ig,
66 D f(0, 0, x3, x4, 0, 0, x7, x8, 0, : : : , 0, x13, x14, 0, : : : , 0, x19, x20, 0, 0) 2 S21
with isotropy group D hg96ig
[ f(0, 0, : : : , 0, x13, x14, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S21 with isotropy group D hg36ig.
So, the singular sets are all homeomorphic to S7 and they all have the same isot-
ropy types.
EXAMPLE 4.1.3. Let q D 5  7 D 35, q0 D (35  1)=2 D 17, k D 2, n D 15. Here
A D f1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34g,
B D f5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30g and C D f7, 14, 21, 28g. Here we get isospectral non-isometric
pairs in three cases:
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CASE 1: q1 2 A, q2 2 B, q1  q2 2 A. So we get,
 35,2([q1, q2])(z) D 24z4 C 6z3 C 52z2 C 6z C 24,
35,2([q1, q2])(z) D 6z4 C 4z3 C 8z2 C 4z C 6,
35,2([q1, q2])(z) D 4z4   6z3 C 4z2   6z C 4
corresponding to
L1 D L(35 W 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) D S29=G1,
L2 D L(35 W 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) D S29=G2.
L1 and L2 are isospectral non-isometric orbifold lens spaces. G1 D hg1i and G2 D hg2i.
61 D f(0, : : : , 0, x7, x8, 0, : : : , 0, x25, x26, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29 with isotropy groupDhg71ig
[ f(0, : : : , 0, x11, x12, 0, : : : , 0, x23, x24, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29 with isotropy groupDhg51ig,
62 D f(0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, : : : , 0, x25, x26, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29 with isotropy groupDhg72ig
[ f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0, x23, x24, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29 with isotropy groupDhg52ig.
61 and 62 are both homeomorphic to S3 S3.
CASE 2: q1, q2 2 A.
(a) q1  q2 2 A. So we get,
 35,2([q1, q2])(z) D 24z4   4z3 C 52z2   4z C 24,
35,2([q1, q2])(z) D 6z4 C 4z3 C 8z2 C 4z C 6,
35,2([q1, q2])(z) D 4z4 C 4z3 C 4z2 C 4z C 4
corresponding to
L3 D L(35 W 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) D S29=G3
and
L4 D L(35 W 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) D S29=G4,
where G3 D hg3i and G4 D hg4i. Thus,
63 D f(0, : : : , 0, x5, x6, 0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, : : : , 0, x25, x26, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29
with isotropy groupDhg73ig
[ f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0, x23, x24, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29 with isotropy groupDhg53ig,
64 D f(0, : : : , 0, x7, x8, 0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, : : : , 0, x25, x26, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29
with isotropy groupDhg74ig
[ f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0, x23, x24, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29 with isotropy groupDhg54ig.
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63 and 64 are homeomorphic to S5 S3.
(b) q1 C q2 2 A, q1   q2 2 B. So we get,
 35,2([q1, q2])(z) D 24z4   4z3 C 42z2   4z C 24,
35,2([q1, q2])(z) D 6z4 C 4z3 C 8z2 C 4z C 6,
35,2([q1, q2])(z) D 4z4 C 4z3 C 14z2 C 4z C 4
corresponding to
L5 D L(35 W 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) D S29=G5
and
L6 D L(35 W 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) D S29=G6,
where G5 D hg5i and G6 D hg6i.
65 D f(0, : : : , 0, x7, x8, 0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, : : : , 0, x25, x26, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29
with isotropy groupDhg75ig
[ f(0, : : : , 0, x11, x12, 0, : : : , 0, x23, x24, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29 with isotropy groupDhg55ig,
66 D f(0, : : : , 0, x5, x6, 0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, : : : , 0, x25, x26, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29
with isotropy groupDhg76ig
[ f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0, x23, x24, 0, : : : , 0)2 S29 with isotropy groupDhg56ig.
65 and 66 are homeomorphic to S5 S3.
Our final example for the case when k D 2 comes when q is even.
EXAMPLE 4.1.4. Let q D 2  7 D 14, q0 D 14=2 D 7, k D 2 and n D 5. Here
A D f1, 3, 5, 9, 11, 13g, B D f2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12g and C D f7g. Here we get isospectral
non-isometric pairs in only one case:
CASE 1: q1 2 A, q2 2 B, q1  q2 2 A.
a1 D 2
X
l2A

l
C 2
X
l2A

l
D 2(1)C 2( 1) D 0,
b1 D 2
X
l2B

l
C 2
X
l2B

l
D 2( 1)C 2( 1) D  4,
c1 D 2
X
l2C

l
C 2
X
l2C

l
D 2( 1)C 2(1) D 0,
a2 D 2jAj C 4
X
l2A

l
D 2(6)C 4(1) D 12C 4 D 16,
b2 D 2jBj C 4
X
l2B

l
D 2(6)C 4( 1) D 12   4 D 8,
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c2 D 2jCj C 4
X
l2C

l
D 2(1)C 4( 1) D 2   4 D  2.
So we get,
 14,2([q1, q2])(z) D 6z4 C 16z2 C 6,
14,2([q1, q2])(z) D 6z4 C 4z3 C 8z2 C 4z C 6,
14,2([q1, q2])(z) D z4   2z2 C 1
corresponding to
L1 D L(14 W 1, 2, 4, 5, 7) D S9=G1
and
L2 D L(14 W 1, 4, 5, 6, 7) D S9=G2,
where G1 D hg1i and G2 D hg2i.
61 D f(0, 0, x3, x4, x5, x6, 0, 0, 0, 0) 2 S9 with isotropy group D hg71ig
[ f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10) 2 S9 with isotropy group D hg21ig,
62 D f(0, 0, x3, x4, 0, 0, x7, x8, 0, 0) 2 S9 with isotropy group D hg72ig
[ f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10) 2 S9 with isotropy group D hg22ig.
61 and 62 are homeomorphic to S3  S1.
4.2. Example for k D 3.
EXAMPLE 4.2.1. Let q D 52 D 25, q0 D (25   1)=2 D 12, k D 3, n D 9. Let
w([p1, : : : , p9]) D [q1, q2, q3]. Here A D f1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19,
21, 22, 23, 24g and B1 D f5, 10, 15, 20g.
We will consider all the possible cases for the various possibilities of qi ’s,
(qi  q j )’s and (q1  q2  q3)’s lying in A or B1. Many of these possibilities will
not occur in our present example of q D 25. However, these possibilities are stated
because they may occur for higher values of q.
CASE 1: All the qi ’s 2 B1. This case does not happen for q D 25 since at most
2 of the qi ’s can be in B1 at one time by the definition of I0(25, 3).
CASE 2: All the qi ’s 2 A. Since k D 3, we can’t have more than 3 of the qi q j
(1  i < j  3) belonging to B1. Also, at most only one of the q1  q2  q3 can be
 0 (mod 25).
Further, if one of the q1  q2  q3 is congruent to 0 (mod 25), then we can’t have
any other of the q1  q2  q3 belong to B1. Also, at most 1 of the q1  q2  q3 can
be in B1.
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Further, if one of the q1  q2  q3 is congruent to 0 (mod 25), then at most 1 of
the qi q j (for 1  i < j  3) can be in B1. Similarly, if one of the q1q2q3 2 B1,
then at most 1 of the qi  q j can be in B1. We note that the above results hold true
for all q D P2, where P is any odd prime.
We now look at the various sub-cases for Case 2.
(a) All of the q1  q2  q3 2 A and all of the qi  q j 2 A (1  i < j  3). This
case does not occur for q D 25.
(b) All of the q1q2q3 2 A and exactly one of the qiq j 2 B1 (1 i < j  3).
This case does not occur for q D 25.
(c) All of the q1q2q3 2 A and exactly two of the qiq j 2 B1 (1 i < j  3).
Again, this case does not occur for q D 25.
(d) Exactly one of the q1q2q3 2 B1 and all of the qiq j 2 A (1 i < j  3).
This case does not occur for q D 25.
(e) Exactly one of the q1  q2  q3  0 (mod q) and all of qi  q j 2 A (1  i <
j  3). This case also does not occur for q D 25.
(f) All of the q1q2q3 2 A and exactly 3 of the qi q j 2 B1 (1  i < j  3).
In this case, we get isospectral, non-isometric pairs since we get,
 25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 20z6 C 30z4 C 30z2 C 20,

(1)
25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 4z6 C 6z5 C 30z4 C 20z3 C 30z2 C 6z C 4
corresponding to
L1 D L(25 W 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) D S17=G1
and
L2 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12) D S17=G2,
where G1 D hg1i and G2 D hg2i.
61 D f(0, : : : , 0, x5, x6, 0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg51ig,
62 D f(0, : : : , 0, x7, x8, 0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg52ig.
(h) Exactly one of the q1  q2  q3 is congruent to 0 (mod 25) and one of the
qi  q j (for 1  i < j  3) is in B1. We again get isospectral non-isometric pairs
here since,
 25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 20z6 C 50z4 C 10z3 C 50z2 C 20,
25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 4z6 C 6z5 C 10z4 C 10z3 C 10z2 C 6z C 4
corresponding to
L3 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10) D S17=G3, G3 D hg3i,
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L4 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10) D S17=G4, G4 D hg4i,
L5 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10) D S17=G5, G5 D hg5i,
L6 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10) D S17=G6, G6 D hg6i,
L7 D L(25 W 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) D S17=G7, G7 D hg7i,
L8 D L(25 W 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12) D S17=G8, G8 D hg8i,
L9 D L(25 W 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12) D S17=G9, G9 D hg9i,
L10 D L(25 W 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12) D S17=G10, G10 D hg10i.
So, in this case we get a family of 8 orbifold lens spaces that are isospectral but
mutually non-isometric.
63 D f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0, x17, x18)2 S17 with isotropy groupDhg53ig,
64 D f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0, x17, x18)2 S17 with isotropy groupDhg54ig,
65 D f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0, x17, x18)2 S17 with isotropy groupDhg55ig,
66 D f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0, x17, x18)2 S17 with isotropy groupDhg56ig,
67 D f(0, : : : , 0, x7, x8, 0, : : : , 0, x17, x18)2 S17 with isotropy groupDhg57ig,
68 D f(0, : : : , 0, x5, x6, 0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, 0)2 S17 with isotropy groupDhg58ig,
69 D f(0, : : : , 0, x5, x6, 0, : : : , 0, x13, x14, 0, : : : , 0)2 S17 with isotropy groupDhg59ig,
610 D f(0, : : : , 0, x5, x6, 0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, 0)2 S17 with isotropy groupDhg510ig.
All of the 6i (for i D 3, 4, : : : , 10) are homeomorphic to S3.
(h) Exactly one of the q1  q2  q3 is congruent to 0 (mod 25) and one of the
qi  q j (for 1  i < j  3) is in B1. Here we get,
 25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 20z6 C 50z4   40z3 C 50z2 C 20,
25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 4z6 C 6z5 C 10z4 C 10z3 C 10z2 C 6z C 4
corresponding to
L11 D L(25 W 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10)D S17=G11, G11 Dhg11i,
L12 D L(25 W 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12)D S17=G11, G12 Dhg12i.
611 D f(0, : : : , 0, x7, x8, 0, : : : , 0, x17, x18)2 S17 with isotropy groupDhg511ig,
612 D f(0, : : : , 0, x5, x6, 0, : : : , 0, x13, x13, 0, : : : , 0)2 S17 with isotropy groupDhg512ig.
611 and 612 are homeomorphic to S3.
2 (a)–2 (h) are all of the possible cases when all the qi ’s 2 A.
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CASE 3: Two of the qi ’s 2 A and one of the qi ’s 2 B1. In this case we will have
at most one of the q1  q2  q3 congruent to 0 (mod 25).
Also, we can have at most one of the qi  q j (1  i < j  3) in B1.
Further, it can be shown that at most two of the q1q2q3 can be in B1. Also, if
one of the q1  q2  q3 is congruent to 0 (mod 25), then at most one of the remaining
q1q2q3 can belong to B1. In fact, it can be shown that exactly one of the remaining
q1  q2  q3 must belong to B1.
All of these results can be shown to be true q D P2, where P is any odd prime.
Now we consider all the sub-cases for Case 3.
(a) If all the q1  q2  q3 belong to A and exactly one of the qi  q j (1  i <
j  3) belongs to B1. This case does not occur for q D 25.
(b) Exactly one of the q1  q2  q3 belongs to B1 and the remaining belong to
A. This case does not occur for q D 25.
(c) If all of the q1  q2  q3 belong to A and all of the qi  q j (1  i < j  3)
belong to A. Then we get
 25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 20z6 C 10z5 C 60z4 C 20z3 C 60z2 C 10z C 20,

(1)
25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 4z6   4z5   4z C 4
corresponding to
L13 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) D S17=G13, G13 D hg13i,
L14 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11) D S17=G14, G14 D hg14i,
L15 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12) D S17=G15, G15 D hg15i,
L16 D L(25 W 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12) D S17=G16, G16 D hg16i,
L17 D L(25 W 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12) D S17=G17, G17 D hg17i.
We get a family of 5 orbifold lens spaces that are non-isometric and isospectral.
613 D f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg513ig,
614 D f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg514ig,
615 D f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg515ig,
616 D f(0, : : : , 0, x5, x6, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg516ig,
617 D f(0, : : : , 0, x7, x8, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg517ig.
All the 6i ’s (i D 13, : : : , 17) are homeomorphic to S1.
(d) Exactly two of the q1  q2  q3 belong to B1 and exactly one of the qi  q j
(1  i < j  3) belongs to B1.
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Here we get,
 25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 20z6 C 10z5 C 50z4 C 40z3 C 50z2 C 10z C 20,

(1)
25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 4z6   4z5 C 10z4   20z3 C 10z2   4z C 4
corresponding to
L18 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12) D S17=G18, G18 D hg18i,
L19 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11) D S17=G19, G19 D hg19i.
We have
618 D f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg518ig,
619 D f(0, : : : , 0, x9, x10, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg519ig.
(e) One of the q1q2q3 is congruent to 0 (mod 25), and one of the q1q2q3
is in B1, and exactly one of the qi  q j (1  i < j  3) is in B1.
Here we get,
 25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 20z6 C 10z5 C 50z4   10z3 C 50z2 C 10z C 20,

(1)
25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 4z6   4z5 C 10z4   20z3 C 10z2   4z C 4
corresponding to
L20 D L(25 W 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12) D S17=G20, G20 D hg20i,
L21 D L(25 W 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) D S17=G21, G21 D hg21i,
L22 D L(25 W 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12) D S17=G22, G22 D hg22i.
We have
620 D f(0, : : : , 0, x15, x16, 0, 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg520ig,
621 D f(0, : : : , 0, x13, x14, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg521ig,
622 D f(0, : : : , 0, x7, x8, 0, : : : , 0) 2 S17 with isotropy group D hg522ig.
There are no other sub-cases for Case 3.
CASE 4: One of the qi ’s 2 A and two of the qi ’s 2 B1. In this case, q1q2q3
will always belong to A, and exactly two of the qi  qi (1  i < j  3) will belong
to B1. There are no other variations that will occur in this case.
Here we get,
 25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 20z6 C 20z5 C 40z4 C 40z3 C 40z2 C 20z C 20,

(1)
25,3([q1, q2, q3])(z) D 4z6   14z5 C 20z4   20z3 C 20z2   14z C 4
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corresponding to L(25W 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11) and we do not get isospectral pairs. Note
that this lens space is a manifold.
As this example illustrates, we can extend our technique for k D 2 to higher values
of k and we will get many examples of isospectral non-isometric orbifold lens spaces.
At the same time, the example also illustrates the difficulty in accounting for all the
possible cases as the value of k is increased.
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